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This report documents the reliabilityprediction performed on the Meteorological Satellites
(METSAT) and the Earth Observing System (EOS) Advanced Microwave Sounding UnitoA AMSU-A
instruments.
As described in Section 7,the instrument ispartitioned into an Antenna Subsystem (AS), a
Receiver Subsystem (RS) and an Electronics Subsystem (ES). The subsystems are partitioned into an A1
module and an A2 module. The Antenna and Receiver Subsystems are common for METSAT and EOS
except for a compensation assembly in the Antenna Subsystem A2 Module (A2AS). Reliability block
diagrams are provided for the METSAT Electronics Subsystem A1 Module (AIES-METSAT), and the A2
Module (A2ES-METSAT), the EOS Electronics Subsystem A1 module (AIES-EOS), and the A2 module
(A2ES-EOS). A summary of thisindexing isshown in Table I.
Table I Identification of AMSU-A Subsystems/Modules
AMSU Component Index
METSAT/EOS Common
A1 Module Antenna Subsystem AlAS
A2 Module Antenna Subsystem A2AS
A1 Module Receiver Subsystem A1RS
A2 Module Receiver Subsystem A2RS
METSAT Unique
A1 Module Electronics Subsystem A1ES-METSAT
A2 Module Electronics Subsystem A2ES-METSAT
EOS Unique
A1 Module Electronics Subsystem A1ES-EOS
A2. Module Electronics Subsystem A2ES-EOS
1.1 Prediction Summary
The predicted reliability, Mission Life and MTBF, of the METSAT and EOS AMSU-A
instruments for a three year orbital life at an ambient temperature of +30°C axe shown in Table II:
Table II Predicted Mission Life and MTBF
Instrument-Module _ _ MTBF
(3 years) (3 years) (hours)
METSAT-A1 N/A 0.7715 101,359
METSAT-A2 N/A 0.9091 275,956
EOS-A1 0.70 0.7711 101,172
EOS-A2 0.84 0.9176 305,646
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Mission Life Requirements, of GSFC S-480-13, Performance and Operational Specification
for the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit were used for the EOS "specified" requirements. No mission
life requirements were specified for METSAT.








e. FunctionaldescriptionsofEOS and METSAT AMSU-A instruments.
f. Subsystem functionalblockdiagrams.
The MTBFs and Mission Lifepredictionswere prepared from failureratesidentifiedon the
ReliabilityBlock Diagrams providedin Section5.
Appendix A presentsthe failureratecalculationsforthe METSAT/EOS components and






This report was prepared in compliance with the relevant requirements and guidance









Performance and Operation Specifications for the Earth Observing
System]Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (EOS/AMSU)
Performance Assurance Requirements for the Earth Observing
System]Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (EOS/AMSU)
Military Standard, Reliability Modeling and Prediction
Reliability Program for System Modeling and Prediction
Military Handbook, Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment
Non-Electronic Parts Reliability Data








Subsystem Specification AMSU-A Antenna
Subsystem Specification AMSU-A Receiver













The reliability prediction described herein was performed in accordance with Task 203 of
MIL-STD-785. The failure rates used were derived primarily from MIL-HDBK-217. Other failure rate
sources, such as NPRD-91, GIDEP, Vendor data, and Aerojet experience were also used.
Figures 1 and 2 summarize the reliabilitypredictiondata for the METSAT and EOS
subsystems and A1 and A2 modules, respectively.These predictionswere performed by analyzing each
component listedin the reliabilityblock diagrams. (See Tables in Appendix A (SectionA1) for the A1
Module analysisand TablesinAppendix A (SectionA2) forthe A2 Module analysis.)
The data in Appendix A are predictions performed in accordance with MIL-HDBK-217 and
other sources as applicable. (For example, predictions for vendor supplied parts and parts not listed in
MIL-HDBK-217.)
3.1 Prediction procedure/ground rules
rules:
The prediction uses the guidelines of MIL-HDBK-217 and is based on the following ground
a. The equipment operates in a spacecraft environment.
b. Component parts are properly derated.
c. An ambient temperature of+30°C is selected as the operating temperature.
d. Duty cycled failure rates are not utilized.
e. Part failures will occur randomly and independently _om each other.
f. All component parts meet or exceed the reliability requirements specified.
go Reliabilityand redundancy are based upon a three-yearlife,i.e.,at the time of
launch the instrument isfullyoperationaland is energizedwhen the desired
orbitisachieved.
h° Redundancy utilized in this prediction is limited to the redundant PLO circuit,
temperature monitor, and the 0.05 percent platinum resistor temperature (PRT)
circuits with one allowable failure out of each seven PRT circuits.
i. Mission noncritical items (see 3.2) are not included.
j. The latestversionpartslistsand Aerojetdrawings are used.
ko Failure rates and reliability figures for various purchased items are vendor
supplied. Where possible, subcontractor failure rates are used in this prediction.
Otherwise, the specification reliability requirement was converted to a failure





Components nonessential to mission requirements have not been included in this prediction.
The objective of this report is to produce a reliability prediction for the mission essential components that
are required to provide uncompromised data from all channels. The items excluded from this prediction
include:
a. Ground support equipment, including test connector and interface assembly.
b. Analog telemetry circuits and output connector.
c. Housekeeping circuits (temperature and voltage monitoring), including temperature
sensor B boards and a portion of the PRT Multiplexer.
d. Temperature transducers.







As shown in paragraph 1.1,the EOS AMSU-A instrument'spredictedreliabilityexceedsthe
three year mission liferequirements. No mission liferequirement was specifiedfor METSAT AMSU-A_
However, the predictedreliabilityof the METSAT AMSU-A instrument alsoexceeds the specifiedEOS
AMSU-A missionliferequirements.
The predicted reliability in this report is considerably improved from the last revision. The
previous "A" and "B" revisions were based on early design documentation. This "C" revision is based on
released documentation and subcontractor CDRL submittals which more accurately depict the EOS and
METSAT AMSU-A instruments.
Estimates of the soi_cware failure rates are based on the heritage of the K-L-M AMSU-A
program. Similarly, the apportioned complexity of the A1 vs the A2 modules has been applied to soi_ware





The reliabilityblock diagrams were prepared from design descriptionsin the subsystem
specificationsfor the Antenna Subsystem (AE-26607),Receiver Subsystem (AE-26608) and Electronics
Subsystem (AE-26609),and from functionalparts (CCA's and other hardware) shown in the interconnect
diagrams forthe EOS A1 Module (1356009),EOS A2 Module (1356007),METSAT A1 Module (1356940)and
the METSAT A2 Module (1356945).
The Antenna Subsystem blockdiagrams are the same forboth METSAT and EOS exceptfor
a compensation assembly in the METSAT A2 Module. The Receiver Subsystem block diagrams are the
same forboth METSAT and EOS. The ElectronicsSubsystem block diagrams and differentforMETSAT




METSAT Top View Reliability Block Diagram
_n'e""aH _e_e've_H _"°'_°n'c"HSubsystem Subsystem Subsystem Software
k = 2.6360 ;L= 6.2687 _. = 3.8350 X = 0.75
METSAT _ = 13.4897
EOS Top View Reliability Block Diagram
_n'e""aH "ece'v'rH _'e°'_°"'csHSubsystem Subsystem Subsystem Software
X=2.27_ Z=6.2_7 k=3.8618 k=0.75
EOS Z= 13.1559 396-3025M
Figure 1 Top View, AMSU-A Subsystems, Reliability Block Diagram
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METSAT/EOS _. = 1.51692 METSAT ;k.= 1.11906
EOS _. = 0.75846
Total Antenna Subsystem
METSAT _. ---2.6360
EOS _. = 2.2754









METSAT X - 6.2687
EOS X = 6.2687
METSATIEOS k = 0.63690





METSAT _. = 2.7172




Software ;_= 0.25 I
I
METSAT _. = 1.8678
EOS _. = 1.8764
Total Electronics Subsystem
METSAT ;_ = 4.5850
EOS _ = 4.6118
Total AI
METSAT _. " 9.8659
EOS _. = 9.8841
Total A2
METSAT Z = 3.6238
EOS _. = 3.2718 396-3024M


























1333640-1 1331361-1 1331380-1 1331507-1H "H "H4"'Reflector WarmloadDrive Feedhorn Calibration MultiplexerAssembly Source
And PRTs
= 0.36703 _, = 0.001 Z.= 0.008 I _ = 0.38243
L j
Module A1 Antenna Subsystem, METSATIEOS, ;L = 1.51692
396-3012M






I 1337640-3 2 req'd 311P409-4P-B-12
HI Thermofoil ConnectorHeater





H Connector H C°nnect°r
3. = 0.005 3. = 0.00026 3. = 0.005 X = 0.005








H A39H A36 54.4 GHz Waveguide Mixer/IFDRO Attenuator Amplifier
3.= 0.0260 3.= 0.00761 3. = 0.1923




3. = 0.0381 3.= 0.0114 3.= 0.009
,.4




A30 _ A39 H
Isolator 54.94 GHz Waveguide
DRO Attenuator





1331559-2 1331516-X 3 Pair
Bandpass RF Cable
Filter IF Attenuator Connectors
(10-200 MHz)







Figure 4 Module A1, Receiver Subsystem, METSATfEOS Reliability Block Diagram
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1356680-8 1336610-10 1331509-9 1331562-20
Isolator 89.0 GHz Waveguide Mixer/IF
DRO Attenuator Amplifier
k = 0.0114 k = 0.1213 k = 0.00761 k = 0.1923
,, .o H.. 3PairI Bandpass RF CableI Filter IF AttenuatorI (500-11500 MHz) ConnectorsI
I _. = 0.0381 _. = 0.0114 _. = 0.009
I,. _1
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Mixer/IF 3 - Way
Amplifier Power
Divider
_.= 0.2125 _.= 0.53649
LReceiver Channel 9 11331579-9 1331559-4 1331516-X 3 Pair Iq A' H °HIF Amplifier Bandpass IF Attenuator RF CableFilter Connectors
k = 0.0731 k = 0.0381 _-= 0.0114 _. = 0,009 I
396-3014 M














IF Amplifier H °HBandpass IF AttenuatorFilter RF CableConnectors
_. = 0.0731 k : 0.0381 _.= 0.0114 _. = 0.009
3 Pair I
Receiver Channels 11-14 Common Elements
1
I 1331579-7 1356670 I
IF Amplifier 4-Way Power I
I Divider I
I I






! X = 0.25988
L
1331579-10 1331516-X 3 Pair I






A52 H A53 H
IF Amplifier IF Attenuator








I1_ SAW Filter IF Amplifier
1331516-X 3 Pair
H A59 H
IF Attenuator RF Cable
Connectors
I Z : 0.25988 k = 0.1700 k= 0.0114 _.= 0.009
Figure 4
396-3015M







I 1331576-4 1331579-13 1331516-X 3 Pair
RF Cable
SAW Filter IF Amplifier IF Attenuator Connectors
= 0.25988 _. = 0.20010 _. = 0.0114 _. = 0.009
1337651-1 2 req'd AS8381-04-F04NA 311P409-1P-B-12 AS8381-044-D04NAI I 1337640-3 2req'd
i I Heater
I )" = 3.4E-6
Receiver Channel 3
I
Therm°staticHSwitch C°nnect°r H C°nnect°r H Connector
;I.= 0.00026 _ = 0.005 _.= 0.005 _. = 0.005
1356680-1
Isolator
_. = O.Ol 14
_133156213 __._1331559-3 H1331516-X __ ]
Mixer/IF IF Bandpass IF
Amplifier Filter Attenuator
1331509-1 1336610-3
___ Waveguide H 50.3GHz _]
Attenuator DRO








I 1356680-2 1331509-2 1336610-4
H HI Stablei Isolator Waveguide Oscillator" Attenuator (52.8 GHz)
k = 0.0114 _ = 0.0076 _. = 0.0260
I 1331562-14 H1331559-2 I--t 1331516-x H 3 Pair
El Mixer/IF IF Bandpass IF RF Cable
Amplifier Filter Attenuator Connectors



















_ Waveguide H 53.956 GHz
Attenuator DRO
k = 0.0114 k = 0.0076 k = 0.0260
_1331562-15 1331559-5 H1331516-X
Mixer/IF IF Bandpass IF
Amplifier Filter Attenuator








I 1356680-6 1331509-6 1336610-8
H, H' Isolator Waveguide 55.5 GHz• I Attenuator DRO
Z = 0.0114 ;L= 0.0076 k = 0.0260
I 1331562-18 1331559-4 1331516-X











Module A1, Receiver Subsystem, METSATIEOS _ = 5.6318
396-3017M





331610-1 1356760-1 1356010-1 1356428-1
_e'ec'°r'H P°werC°n'r°"N _C-'°'_CH Ca_'e_' _Pr arnp Monitoring WlAssembly Assembly Converter SpacecraftPower
_,,= 0.24994 _, = 0.28827 %= 0.38243 _, = 0.04015
1356427-1 1356424-1 1356425-1 1356426-1
q CableAssy'H_ ca 'e ss"H_ Cable Assy' HW4 Cable Assy,W5Power In Sc n Drive lock & PRT Warm Load
_, = 0.08909 Z = 0.11464 Z = 0.09264 _L= 0.24649
396-3018M
EOS




Signal Processing Assembly (1356412-1)
f
I 1338421 1331682 2 req'd 1331688
k, tem:sen_orI _e_oSen,orlIte_oSe°s°rCCA I 'B' CCA H AnalOgccAMUX
I(Notmission critic_l)l I
X = 0.03278 _.= N/A X = 0.00914
I 1355998 1331135H H
Interface CCA Control CCA
1356418 1338424 4 req'd
H Anal°gMux& H Integrate& I
A/D Converter Dump Filter
CCA CCA
;k= 0.03684 _.= 0.05076
1356413 1331126
CPU CCA H Memory CCA
;L= 0.15342 _. = 0.02884 k = 0.02334 _.= 0.01542
I r _ m g,: Scan Drive CCA's
I: 1331129 1326000
U ScanC°ntr°l H MuxRelay H
I Interface CCA CCA
1331697 2 req'd 1334972 2 req'dHInterface/Converter CCA Resolver-DataIsolator CCA










Module A1, Electronics Subsystem, EOS X = 2.2354
396-3019M





i 1357146-1 1356941-1 1356942-1
|W"_ Cab_ssy' m CableAssy' H CableAssy' _--_l/OInterface W3 W4| Power Scan Drive I/O Interface
1331610-1 1356969-1 135601 0-1 1356428-2
Detect°r/ m P°wer Relay & ___ DC't°-DC H Cable Assy' _
Preamp Housekeeping Converter Wl
Assembly Assembly Assembly SpacecraftPower


















1338421 1331682-1 2 req'd 1331688
TempSensor _l, TempSens°r I I TempSens°rI
'A' CCA ! 'B' CCA !--1 Analog Mux
CCA
I(Not mission critical)l I





1338424 4 req'd_331144 HI 331147
Integrate & Spacecraft Spacecraft
Dump Filter Interface Interface
CCA No.1 No.2
= 0.05076 _.= 0.08345 Z = 0.05416
1331150




I 1331135 1356413 1331126 hTiming and II CPU CCA Memory CCA
H
Control CCA
k = 0.02884 _.= 0.02334 _.= 0.01542
L,, Scan Drive CCA's1331129 1356911-1
q H Relay Driver & H
Scan Control Current Monitor
' Interface CCA CCA




_.= 0.00731 _.= 0.06183 _.= 0.06984 _.= 0.03432









Module A1, Electronics Subsystem, METSAT _. = 2.2172
396-3021M






















t = 0.38243 t = 0.3606
Module A2 Antenna Subsystem MESTAT, 1 = 1.11906,
EOS, 1 = 0.76846
396-3007M







1337640-3 2 req'd AS8096-15PT-0 1337651-1
I
2 req'd AS8381-04-F04NA AS8381-04-D04NA IH ktConnector Connector
_.= 0.005 ' I/
Thermofoil H H Thermostatic
Heater Connector Switch
_.= 3.4E-6 _.= 0.005 X= 0.00026 _.= 0.005
Channel 1 Receiver Elements
r 1
1331562-111331111-2 1336610-1 133110_1
I "H "H H "hIsolator 23,8 GHz Waveguide Mixer/IFDRO Attenuator Amplifier
X= 0.01142 _.= 0.04100 k = 0.00761 _.= 0.19230
= 0.03807
L
Channel 2 Receiver Elements
!















I 1331112-2 133661_2 1331100-2 1331562-12
' H H H hI A5 A13 A15' Isolator 31.4 GHz Waveguide Mixe_lF' DRO A_enuator Amplifier
= 0.01142 X= 0.04100 _ = 0.00761 X= 0.19230
1 1331516-X 3
331559-3 pairs
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396-3008M






1356760-1 1336010-1 1331300-1 1356431-1
Power Control/ DC-to-DC Detector/
Monitoring
Assembly Converter Preamp






_1356432-1 H 1356433-1 HI 356434-1
Cable Assy, Cable Assy, Cable Assy,
VV2 W3 W4
Power In Scan Drive Clock & PRT





I 1356817-1 1356818-1 H1356819-1
I I Cable t-] Cable CableExtender Extender
Ext_/_der W7 W8

















TemoSensorH TemoSensorI 'B'CCA I--I AnalogMux
I(Notmission critical)l I CCA
k = N/A _,= Q,QQ914
1356418 1338424
H Anal°gMux& i__t Integrate& h
A/D Converter Dump Filter
CCA CCA
_.= 0.03684 _. = 0.01269
1355998 1331135 1356413 1331126
_,.s_°-__ Tim'n_"'H c_ucc_HInterface CCA Control CCA Memory CCA
_.= 0.15342 k = 0.02884 Z = 0.02334 k = 0.01542
_Scat n Drive CCA's
1331129 1356000 1331697 1334972
H Mux"e'a'H 'nterface' H "eso'ver-Data_
CCA Converter CCA Isolator CCA













Module A2, Electronics Subsystem, EOS _. = 1.62637 396-3023M
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Housekeeping Converter
Assembly Assembly
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'A' CCA 1 'B' CCA I-'1 Analog Mux
CCA
I(Not mission critical)l I
k = 0.03278 _, = NIA _. = 0.00914
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I I Integrate& H Spacecraft n Spacecraft H Parallelt° t_
Dump Filter Interface Interface Serial
CCA No. 1 No.2 Converter
_,= 0.01269 _,= 0.08345 X = 0.05416 k = 0.06697
1331150
I 1331135 1356413 H 1331126 _]U Timing and I I CPUCCA MemoryCCA
H
Control CCA
_. = 002884 _.= 0,02334 ;k= 0.01542
i ,rScan Drive CCA's
I : 1331129 1356911-2
I: I I I Relay Driver & II





_. = 0.00731 _,= 0.06030 k = 0.03492 _. = 0.01716
1337739 1331694-2 1331694-2




;L= 0.08332 _.= 0,03874 _. = 0.03874
-@
METSAT
Module A2, Electronics Subsystem, METSATZ = 1.6178 396-3010M






Table III provides METSAT changes from K-L-M. Differences between EOS and METSAT
instruments are discussed in Section 7, herein.
Table III AMSU-A METSAT Changes From K-L-M
[16m
A1 Upper Card Rack
Change
Changed fTom4 CCA to 2 CCA
(2 motor driven CCA).
Reason for Chan_le
Power Control Logic and Analog
Housekeeping CCA combined for improved
reliability
A1 Lower Card Rack New Relay Driver CCA added, requiring Repositioning of cards to minimize risk of
shifting of other cards one slot. crosstalk and maximize interconnect
efficiency.
A2 Card Rack 2 CCA deleted, 1 CCA added, 7 CCA shifted RepositJoning of cards to minimize risk of
2 slots in card rack. crosstalk and maximize interconnect
effciency.
Motor Drive Transistors Were bulkhead mounted and hard-wired, now Wired as part of cable assembly to eliminate
are integral part of cable assembly as wiring at system level, combined with
transistor/diode assemlNy transient suppression diodes on assembly for
best performance.
DC-DC converter New design Power requirements changed because of
change from GDO to DRO in receiver and
new supplier.
System Interconnect New connectorized harness Reduce system noise and reduce integration
and test time.
CPU CCA Different RAM used and additional clock A. RAM discontinued
buffering added. B. Buffer drive margin added
Analog MUX and AJD CCA Part of radiation latchup removal redesigned. Dual PNP transistor no longer available.
Motor Driver CCA Current and gain limiter resistors moved to Removes motor drive current from A2 card
power relay assembly. Diodes moved to cage to minimize system noise, A1 modified
Transistor/Diode assembly, for commonality.
Power Control Relay and Analog No longer used. High current functJoP_in A1 upper card cage
Housekeeping CCA moved to new Power Relay Assembly and to
new Relay Driver CCA.
28V Switching Assembly and Power No longer used. Functions now conteJned in new Power Relay
Distribution Terminal Boards Assembly.
PLO Relay Moved from deleted Power Control Logic CCA CCA deleted
to Receiver shelf.
The METSAT/EOS AMSU-A instruments have one redundant circuit. This circuit provides
redundant 57.29034GHz PLOs for channels 9-14 (see Figure 4). Only one PLO is active during operation
and switching is provided by a latching relay having two coils, one for each position of the contacts. One





FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF METSAT/EOS AMSU-A INSTRUMENTS
The AMSU-A instrument is a multichannel radiometer that will be used for measuring
global atmospheric temperature profiles.
The AMSU-A instrument is a line-scan microwave sensor designed to measure scene
radiance in 15 channels to permit the calculation of the vertical temperature profile from the surface of the
Earth to approximately the 3 millibar pressure height.
The ability of passive microwave sensors to operate in the presence of clouds is the essence
of their effectiveness and has led to their development for this AMSU-A instrument.
7.1 AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2 Modules
The AMSU-A instrument is implemented in two separate modules, AMSU-A1 and AMSU-
A2. The two lowest frequencies (Channels 1 and 2) are placed into the AMSU-A2. The antenna for AMSU-
A2 is much larger, about 12 inches in width; whereas AMSU-A1 uses two smaller antennas, each about 5
inches in width, for Channels 3 through 15.
The basic operation of these two modules is very similar. They use the same approach and
techniques to perform their function. Each of these two modules shares many of the same subassemblies,
circuit card assemblies, and other items.
Each module is configured in the same fashion, and consists of three major subsystems: (a)
antenna subsystem, (b) receiver subsystem, and (c) electronics subsystem. In each module, the basic design
of each subsystem is the same, differing only as a result of the specific frequencies.
In the 13-channel module, identified as AMSU-A1, two separate and independent antenna,




The AMSU-A1 Receiver Subsystem is composed of the functional receiver elements and the
structural members, called the receiver shelves, required to support the receiver elements and interface to
the AMSU-A mstrument structure.
The AMSU A1 and AMSU-A2 Receiver Subassemblies are shown in block diagram form in
Figures 11 and 12 respectively. The Receiver Subsystem processes fifteen microwave channels. These




Channels 6, 7, and 9 through 15
Channels 3, 4, 5, and 8
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7.1.1.2 Subsystem Interface Definition
The Receiver Subsystem functional interfaces are as follows:
Invuts
Microwave signal inputs from the Antenna Subsystem connect directly to the antenna
multiplexer output ports via waveguide flange connections.
Voltage inputs from the Power Distribution Assembly of the Electronics Subsystem connect
via electrical connectors on each receiver shelf.
Outouts
IF attenuator signal outputs from each channel connect via semirigid coaxial connectors to
the Signal Processing Assembly of the Electronics Subsystem.
Temperature sensors and diagnostic sensors connect via electrical connectors on each
receiver shelf to the Signal Processing Assembly of the Electronics Subsystem.
7.1.2 Electronics Subsystem
7.1.2.1 Subsystem Description
The Electronics Subsystem is composed of the electronic elements necessary to provide
power, control, commands, data handling, and the electrical interface with the
METSAT and EOS spacecraft for the AMSU-A instrument.
The AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2 Electronic Subassemblies are shown in block diagram form in
Figures 11 through 14 Figures 11 and 12 show the METSAT and EOS AMSU.A1 Electronics
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The Signal Processing Assembhes provide video processing of input intermediate frequency
(IF) signals, digital processing of the resultmg data stream, general control and synchronization of
instrument activities, passive analog telemetry circuits and output, scan drive electronics to control
antenna position and scan, and data interface control with the METSAT/EOS spacecraft. Each video
processor shall provide IF detection, linear preamplification, integration, multiplexing, and digitizing of
input signals. The A1 Signal Processing Assembly processes outputs from channels 3 through 15 of the A1
Receiver Subsystem while the A2 Signal Processing Assembly processes outputs channels 1 and 2 of the A2
Receiver Subsystem. Each digital processor provides processor outputs from channels 1 and 2 of the A2
Receiver Subsystem. Each digital processor provides overall control of module operation, receiving
commands from the spacecraft and formatting and sending data and status signals, generating timing
signals, and providing timing and control signals to and receiving position data from the scan drive
electronics. The scan drive electronics converts digital scan control signals to analog motor drive voltages
and digitizes antenna resolver output data. Analog circuitry is provided to allow temperature, current, and
voltage monitoring of critical instrument elements.
The Power Distribution AssembLes provide distribution and switching of primary spacecraft
power to the module subsystems and DC/DC converters in various required operational modes, and a power
return and grounding scheme in accordance with METSAT/EOS AMSU-A requirements. The Power
Distribution Assembhes also provide distribution and return of the secondary power outputs generated by
the DC/DC converters.
7.1.2.2 Subsystem Interface Definition
The Electronics Subsystem functional interface is as follows:
Invuts from Receiver Subsystem
IF attenuator signal outputs from each receiver channel connect via semirigid coaxial
connectors to the video processing electronics of the Signal Processing AssembLes.
Temperature sensors and diagnostic sensors connect via electrical connectors from each
receiver shelf to the Signal Processing AssembLes.
Invut_ from An[_nna Subsystem
Motor commutation signals from the hall effect sensors mounted on each motor assembly
connect via electrical connectors from each Antenna Subassembly to the scan drive
electronics of the Signal Processing Assemblies.
Resolver analog position signals connect via electrical connectors from each Antenna
Subassembly to the scan drive electronics of the Signal Processing AssembLes.
Temperature sensors connect via electrical connectors from critical antenna components to
the temperature conditioning electronics of the Signal Processing AssembLes.
Outnuts to Receiver Subsystem
Voltages from the Power Distribution Assembly of the Electronics Subsystem connect via
electrical connectors to power each receiver shelf.
PLO relay drive signal from the Relay Control and Current Monitor electronics connect via




Survival Heater power passes from the spacecraft to the survival heaters located on each
receiver shelf. The Electronics Subsystem has no control over the Survival Heater Bus.
Outnuts to Antenna Subsystem
Motor drive signals from the scan drive electronics connect via electrical connectors to move
each motor in the Antenna Subsystem.
Resolver drive signals from the scan drive electronics connect via electrical connectors to
each resolver in the Antenna Subsystem.
7.1.3 Antenna Subsystem
7.1.3.1 Antenna Subsystem Description
The AMSU-A Antenna Subsystem is composed of the functional antenna elements, the
antenna scan drive motors, the antenna position resolvers, the warm load calibration sources, momentum
compensator (METSAT A2 only), and the machined structural housings required to support and align the
antenna elements and to mount other elements of AMSU-A.
The A1 and A2 Antenna Subassemblies are shown in block diagram form in Figures 17 and
18 respectively.
7.1.3.2 Subsystem Interface Description
The Antenna Subsystem functional interface is as follows:
Each reflector collects and focuses microwave radiation into its corresponding feedhorn.
Motor drive signals from the Signal Processing Assembly of the Electronics Subsystem
connects via electrical connector on each antenna subassembly.
Resolver drive signals from the Signal Processing Assembly of the Electronics Subsystem
connect via electrical connector on each antenna subassembly.
Outnuts
Microwave output signals are provided from the multiplexers (or diplexer) to the
corresponding Receiver subsystem channel via waveguide connection.
Motor hall effect sensors connect via electrical connectors to the Signal Processing Assembly
of the Electronics Subsystem.
Resolver position analog signals connect via electrical connectors to the Signal Processmg
Assembly of the Electronics Subsystem.
Temperature sensors in the warm calibration load and on other components connect via
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7.2 AMSU-A Functional Description for the EOS Instrument
7.2.1 Antenna Functions
The cross-track scanning of the Earth scene is accomplished in a stepped fashion with a
dwell of 165 msec for AMSU-A1 and 158 msec for AMSU-A2 at each of the 30 Earth-viewing angles, and a
dwell of 330-ms for AMSU-A1 and 316-ms for AMSU-A2 at the cold and warm calibration angles. Scanning
of the antenna is accomplished in a rapid-step fashion. A complete rotation of the antenna is accomplished
m 8 seconds. During each rotation of the AMSU-A antennas, the AMSU-A modules are calibrated with a
cold reference by a view of the 3 K cosmic background radiation and a warm reference by a view of a target
at a nominal 300 K temperature.
The antenna assembly is rotated using brushless DC torque motors with precision duplex
ball bearing sets. The motors use brushless resolvers for position indication.
Each antenna subassembly is configured with a shrouded parabolic reflector assembly that
feeds a wideband corrugated conical horn to provide a symmetrical beam and high beam efficiency. A






Within the electronics subassembly are the radiometer receiver and the signal processor. To
maximize the system temperature sensitivity, each receiver is a total power, superheterodyne configuration
that uses either a dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO), phase-locked oscillator (PLO), or Gunn diode
oscillator (GDO).
The mixers, in conjunction with the local oscillators, down convert the incoming radio
frequencies (RF) at the antenna to intermediate frequencies (IF). Predetection gain and passband
characteristics are achieved by IF amplifiers and the bandpass filters. Channel center frequency
stabilization is provided by highly stable LO. A PLO which is referenced to the harmonic of a crystal
oscillator provides the frequency stability required in Channels 9 through 14.
The gain of the IF amplifiers is selected to provide an optimum power level for the square-
law detectors. Symmetric passbands for Channels 11 through 14 are established in the MHz frequency
region to generate the identical RF signal spectra. The dual-summed surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters
provide a _]2 sensitivity improvement in these channels. The SAW filters provide sharp skirts and
required center frequency stability. The square-law detectors convert receiver output power to a dc current
equivalent of brightness temperature.
7.2.3 Data Processing - Multiplexing Functions
From square law detector outputs, processor subsystems provide radiometric temperature,
thermometric temperature, and housekeeping data to the spacecraft system; the subsystems also provide
command processing and control timing for all periodic functions of the instruments.
DC video amplifiers amplify low-level detector signals to levels sufficient for subsequent
processing. Video amplifiers are contained in shielded enclosures along with the square law detectors.
Following video amplification, an offset voltage is added to obtain placement of the system transfer
characteristic at the desired position within the range of the A/D converter. The integrate-and-dump (I&D)
filters integrate video signals during each beam dwell period (165 ms for A1, 158 ms for A2), hold the
integrated levels during digitization, and dump to zero prior to the next beam dwell period. Brightness
temperature isolation between scene stations is provided by resetting the filters.
A 16-bit A/D converter digitizes all scene, calibration, and instrument thermometric
temperatures for eventual serial readout to the spacecraft. Inputs to the A/D converter are selected by the
analog multiplexers, controlled by a microcomputer. During scene and calibration periods, multiplexers
switch to I&D filter outputs. Between calibration periods, the multiplexer switches to platinum resistance
thermister (PRT) voltages.
The A/D converter digitizes I&D filter outputs during hold intervals and PRT voltages
between calibration periods. The microcomputer sequentially transfers data from the A/D converter to the
spacecraft.
The A/D converter range accommodates long-term channel gain variations and the
resolution provides digitization noise components within system AT budgets.
7.2.4 Temperature Monitoring
Thermometric temperatures of microwave components and other critical AMSU-A items are
provided by precision PRT sensors and calibrated conditioning circuits. Conditioned PRT voltages are




7.2.5 Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Control (Microcomputer)
All processing, clock, command, and telemetry functions of the AMSU-A are controlled
within the signal processing section of the electronic subassembly by a space-qualified, radiation-hardened
microprocessor.
The digital processor consists of microprocessor-based circuits for data control, frame
timing, and reflector interface control.
By means of address and data busses, the microprocessor controls all data operations within
the radiometer processing subsystem. During the scene segment of each reflector scan, digitized scene ra-
diometric temperature data of Channels 3 through 15 in the A1 module, Channels 1 and 2 in the A2
module, and antenna position data are processed by the microcomputer. The microcomputer consists of five
circuit card assemblies (CCA): (1) CPU, (2) memory, (3) scan control, (4) timing control generation (TCG),
(5) MIL-STD- 1553 interface. A description of these CCA is provided in Table II. In processing instrument
data, the CPU, through the TCG, commands the analog MUX. This converts parallel analog data into a
serial stream for conversion to digital format by the A/D converter. The digital data are sent back to the
TCG which transfers them to the microprocessor data bus. The CPU routes the data to the MIL-STD-1553
interface where two successive frames are stored in first in, first out (FIFO) memory and random access
memory (RAM). The spacecraft can extract the data from the RAM asynchronously.
To control the antenna, the CPU gets position data from the memory and routes a position
command through the scan control latch in the motor circuit(s). A strobe signal from the TCG transfers the
position data to a digital comparator where digitized resolver position data subtracted from it. The
difference signal (the position error) is converted into analog form and drives the motor to the new position.
The microprocessor and other complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) logic
except for the MIL-STD-1553 interface microcircuit operates from +5 Vdc to minimize power consumption,
and has response sui_cient to complete all data control requirements with considerable time margin. The
MIL-STD-1553 microcircuit uses both +5 Vdc and -15 Vdc.
7.2.6 Clock and Command
The analog multiplexer input selection, integrate, hold, and dump intervals, and digitization
and reflector stepping functions are controlled by the microcomputer. The CPU operates from an internally
generated clock pulse of 1.248 MHz. The DC/DC converter is synchronized to this frequency.
An 8-second pulse provided by the spacecraft via the MIL-STD-1553 bus initiates each scan
cycle. Circuits on the MIL-STD-1553 interface CCA extract these data and supply them to the CPU.
Since Channels 9 through 14 of the AMSU-A1 unit use a phase locked oscillator (PLO) with
a redundancy; a command is available to select the redundancy to be used. Two scanner power commands
independently control power to the AMSU-A1 scan subsystems. The AMSU-A2 scan subsystem also has a
commanded power input.
The precise position of the reflector during cold calibration (i.e. when it is staring mto cold





7.2.7 Test Points and Telemetry
The EOS/AMSU-A instrument provides test pomts and analog telemetry outputs. The
analog multiplexer mputs and the A/D converter analog input are resistor-buffered and brought out to a
test connector to aid in troubleshooting. Analog telemetry (engineering data) provides analogs of supply
voltages, bus currents, and temperatures. Digital engineering data include instrument mode, scan power
and PLO power relay status, PLO lock status, and A/D converter latchup indicator. These data are
multiplexed once per scan, and output on the MIL-STD-1553 interface.
7.2.8 Temperature Monitoring
Twelve resistor temperature sensor networks on AMSU-A1, and six on AMSU-A2, input to
the spacecraft the passive analog telemetry to provide temperature data independent of instrument
operational status. Power bus redundancy monitor outputs are also provided to the spacecraft passive
analog interface.
7.2.9 Input Filter, DC/DC Converter, and Relay Control
From the redundant +28-volt spacecraft quiet power bus, AMSU-A power systems provide
regulated voltages to receiver and radiometer processor subsystems. Redundant reflector scanning motors
operate from the +28-volt noisy power bus.
Power on/off control is not provided by the AMSU-A modules; switching between the bus
redundancies is automatically performed by relay circuits in the instrument.
A single DC/DC converter in each unit provides receiver and radiometer processor voltages
isolated from the +28-volt bus. The DC/DC converter is synchronized to the 1.248 MHz CPU clock. The
DC/DC converter provides regulated output of +15 volts, -15 volts, +8 volts, +5 volts, and +10 volts. The
mixer/IF amplifiers share a common +10-volt output. A common +8-volt output supplies receiver IF
amplifier power. +15 V outputs supply power to video amplifiers and other analog circuitry of the
radiometer processor. The +5-volt output is utilized for the data processing functions of the radiometer
processor subsystem. Additional isolated ±15 V and +5V supplies are provided for the scan drive
subsystem. The PLO on AMSU-A1 also has independent ± 15 V supplies.
In the absence of the clock signal, the converter will run asynchronously. Input diodes
protect the converter from polarity reversal damage. DC/DC converter output voltage regulation is
maintained for main power bus input voltages of +24 to +35 volts. Above +40 volts, the converter will shut
down.
Scan motors operate from the noisy +28-volt bus. Power to the scan motors is controlled by




7.3 Description of METSAT/EOS Unique Functions/Hardware
The major differences between METSAT and EOS AMSU-A instruments are the Power
Interfaces and Signal Interfaces with the spacecraft. As shown in Figure 19 the EOS power interface has
been improved to take advantage of the spacecraft "quiet" 28 volt supply bus. The "quiet" bus reduces
instrument internal noise generation and improved producibility and "safe-to-mate" capability. To
implement the power interface improvement required a change in the METSAT power relay and
housekeeping circuit card assembly, thus creating a power control and monitoring circuit card assembly for
the EOS instrument. The new EOS power control and monitoring circuit card assembly has automatic
input power sense and select functions. As shown in Figure 20, the EOS signal interface compared to
METSAT has been changed to take advantage of the spacecraft MIL-STD-1553 data bus interface and
elimination of the external 1.248 MHz clock mterface. This change deleted the METSAT spacecraft
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Total METSAT/EOS X = 1.51692
Table ALAS-1 METSAT/EOS Module A1
Antenna Assembly P/N 1356403-1
Nomenclature
Drive Assy, Reflector
























Total X = 0.75206
A-3
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Total AIRS-METSAT/EOS k = 5.6318
A-6
TABLE A1RS-1
Standby Redundancy Calculation for the Hybrid Tee/PLO System
Report 9831C
March 1996
The PLO/Hybrid Tee subsystem operates in a standby redundant arrangement which connects the
standby PLO Assembly to the Mixer/IF amplifier used for Channels 9 through 14. The system life X may be
represented as the sum of the subsystem lives, X = X: + 3(2.
F(x) = 1- E-2,_?
The probability that the system will operate at least x hours is denoted by R(x),
the reliability function for the PLO assembly alone is:
R(x)= 1-F(x)
! e-x, O_.x) k
=Y kW
k-O
= e_(1 + _.x)
= e't°7°t4"w"_26"2a°)[1 + 0.7014x10"6(26,280)]
= 0.9998
the reliability function for the Switching Relay is:
R(x)= e O +Xx)
= e-[0003 13'10"e(26,280)
= 0.9998
Combining the failure rates, we get:
RpLORRELAY = 0.99992(0.9998)
= 0.9998
for the redundant PLO/Hybrid Tee system.
Which results in a PLO/Hybrid Tee System failure rate (_.) of:
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Temp Sensor "A" CCA
Temp Sensor "B" CCA
(Not Mission Critical)
Temp Sensor Analog MUX CCA
Analog MUX and ND
Converter CCA
Integrate and Dump Filter CCA
Spacecraft Interface #1
Spacecraft Interface #2
Parallel to Serial Converter




Scan Control Interface CCA
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Clock and PRT (W4)
Warm Load (WS)
Signal Processing Assembly
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RF Detector Failure Rate Prediction
Using the hybdd failure model:








Total hybrid failure rate
Number of each particular component

















10MHz < J' < 1GHz
j' • 1GHz
Procured to Class S requirements
>2 year in production.
_.p = [T-Nc ;Lc] ( I + 0.2.RE) .RFXQ XL + 2;LCo_n
kP(.l) = 0.00698 Failures / 10 e Hours for Part Number 1331577-1





I. For the Tunnel Diode:
The part operating failure rate model (;_), from section 6.2 is:
_-P ----_b "RT "RA "RC "RQ "RE
_-h= Base Failure Rate




= exp -2100 T_ +273 238
where: Tj = Junction Temp. = 30.03 *C
7iT=1.1
_A = Application Factor = 1.0
7tR= Power Rating Factor = 1.0
r_ = Quality Factor = 1





_.p= 0.00259 Failures/106 Hours
A-44
Report 9831C
TABLE A1ES-EOS-1 (Cont.) March 1996
II. For the Chip Resistor:
The general model for a hybrid states that chip resistors are considered to contribute
insignificantly to the overall hybrid failure rate, and are assumed to have a failure rate
of zero. However, since this hybrid consists of a capacitor, a diode and a resistor,
the hybrid is considered to consist of mostly passive components and the failure rate
for the resistor is derived here.
The part operating failure rate model (_), from section 9.2 is:
_Lp = _b .RR .RO 'RE
;% = Base Failure Rate
T+273 T+273
=5_10- ¢xp 3. _ ¢x S _
where: S =Power Stress Ratio = O.1
T = Operating Temp. = 30 "C
;%= 0.00080 failuresJ106 hours
_R = Resistance Factor = 1.0
7r_= Quality Factor = 1
/tE = Environment Factor 1
assumed to be less than IOOK.Q
per Section 5.5
per Section 5.5





Usinga CKR stylecapacitoras statedin the AdvancedControlComponents, Inc.
ReliabilityPredictionRP-1335923. Which is a similar design used on SSMIS
The part operating failure rate model (_.p),from section 10.10 is:
Xp= ;%_%--v_Q nE
;%= Base Failure Rate
where: S = Voltage Stress ffi 0.1
T = Operating Temp. = 30 "C
Tmax ffi Rated Temp. ffi 150 °C
;% = 0.00064 failures/lO e hours
Report 9831C
March 1996
_cv = Capacitance Factor
= 0.59C 012 C = Capacitance in picofa_ds = 1000
_cv = 1.35
r,a = Quality Factor = 1
nE= Environment Factor 1
per Section 5.5
per Section 5.5
_.p= 0.00086 Failures/lO 6 Hours
A-46
TABLE AIES-EOS-1 (Cont.)
IV. For the Interconnections:
The part operating failure rate model (_.p), from section 17.1 is:
_P = _b 7tQ 7rE
= Base Failure Rate
_-b= 0.00006g failures/lO 6 hours
7_o= Quality Factor = 1
/tE = Environment Factor 1
_.p = 0.000069 Failures/10 e Hours
N=8
Hand solder, w/o Wrapping
per section5,5
per Section5.5





V. For the Connectors:
The part operating failure rate model (_), from section 15.1 is:
_Lp = _b /[K 1¢p /_E
Xb = Base Failure Rate (for insert material C)
where: To =Int. Contact Temp. = 30"C Insignificant temperature rise
_.b= 0.0040 failures/106 hours
_K = Mate/Unmate Factor = 1.0 less than 0.05 per 1000 hours
_p = Active Pins Factor 2 Active Pins perSection1,5.1
r_= 1.36
ZCE= Environment Factor 0.50 perSecl_ 5.5





Estimated Active Device Junction Temperature ('l'j)
Tj= Tc + ®JcPo
where:
Tc = Case Temperature





















A = Die Area
= [0.00278 (No. Die Active Wire Terminals) ÷ 0.0417] =
A = 0.0022 in=
®Jc = 13.3 "C/W
estimate
PD = Power Dissipation
Po = 0.002 watts
Tj = Tc + OjcPo
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Total METSAT X = 1.11906
Total EOS X = 0.75846
Table A2AS-1 METSAT/EOS Module A2
Antenna Assembly P/N 1331210-1
Nomenclature
Feedhorn





















Total METSAT/EOS k = 0.37603
Table A2AS-I-1 METSAT/EOS Module A2































Table A2AS-2 Module A2
Compensation Assy P/N 1333660-1 (METSAT only)
Nomenclature




































































































































































Temp Sensor "A" CCA
Temp Sensor "B" CCA
(Not Mission Critical)
Temp Sensor Analog MUX CCA
Analog MUX and ND
Converter CCA
Integrate and Dump Filter CCA
Spacecraft Interface No. 1
Spacecraft Interface No. 2
Parallel to Serial Converter




Scan Control Interface CCA





Motor Driver (Comp) CCA
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Signal Processing Assembly (1356439-1)
Temp Sensor "A" CCA 1338421
Temp. Sensor Analog MUX 1331688
CCA
Analog MUX and A-D 1356418
Converter CCA
Integrate and Dump Filter 1338424
CCA
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